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ABSTRACT
We study the task of unsupervised domain adaptation, where
no labeled data from the target domain is provided during
training time. To deal with the potential discrepancy between
the source and target distributions, both in features and labels,
we exploit a copula-based regression framework. The bene-
fits of this approach are two-fold: (a) it allows us to model a
broader range of conditional predictive densities beyond the
common exponential family; (b) we show how to leverage
Sklar’s theorem, the essence of the copula formulation relat-
ing the joint density to the copula dependency functions, to
find effective feature mappings that mitigate the domain mis-
match. By transforming the data to a copula domain, we show
on a number of benchmark datasets (including human emo-
tion estimation), and using different regression models for
prediction, that we can achieve a more robust and accurate es-
timation of target labels, compared to recently proposed fea-
ture transformation (adaptation) methods.
Index Terms— Domain adaptation, copula, emotion es-
timation, valence, arousal.
1. INTRODUCTION
Domain adaptation is a key task in machine learning, in which
one tries to learn a predictive model for a target domain by ex-
ploiting labeled data from different but related domains (of-
ten called the source domains). This approach is of critical
importance when the number of labeled data in the target do-
main is limited and the process of labeling, necessary to cre-
ate target-specific models, is expensive and slow. A simple
solution of training a target model using only the source do-
mains (e.g., applying the source model on the target) is, how-
ever, bound not to perform well due to the differences in the
data distributions between the two domains (e.g., two subjects
in emotion modeling tasks). Thus, by jointly learning from
the scarce target and abundant source data, we can design an
adaptation scheme from the source to target data, resulting in
target-specific predictive models. These are expected to per-
form better when applied to the task-specific target domains,
compared to generic (not adapted) models.
Existing domain adaptation works focus on two main
strategies: an instance-based approach or a feature-based
strategy. Instance-based strategies leverage a common as-
sumption of covariate shift, i.e., that the underlying condi-
tional density of outputs given covariates remains the same
between two domains. Based on that assumption, to cor-
rect the bias of the training source samples one re-weights
each instance by a ratio of the target input density over the
source input density [1, 2, 3]. On the other hand, feature-
based domain adaptation methods, c.f., [4], aim to construct
domain-specific mappings (features) of the inputs across the
domains that are most relevant for prediction in the target do-
main, implicitly assigning different contribution to samples
from the two domains. While these approaches have proven
to be effective, they require that samples in both source and
the target domain be labeled.
To avoid the requirement for labeled target data, unsuper-
vised domain adaptation with feature-transformation is em-
ployed. The premise of the approaches in this context is that
to reduce the dis-similarity between the domains one must
learn the transformed input features invariant across domains,
making the samples from different domains similar (i.e.,
aligned) to each other in density but still allowing the trans-
formed samples to accurately predict labels on the labeled
source domain [5, 6]. A simple measure of dis-similarity
between the input samples from different domains uses the
squared loss between covariance matrices from two domains,
as in the CORAL [7] approach. Surprisingly, this simple
method outperformed many prior competitive approaches on
challenging object recognition tasks. However, for the adap-
tation, CORAL considers only second-order statistics, which
could be difficult to estimate reliably from high-dimensional
input data - which we address using the copula functions.
A common challenge faced by domain adaptation ap-
proaches is how to efficiently represent, and then align, the
multivariate distributions across different domains. This task
depends on the joint density of the inputs x1, . . . , xD and out-
put y, p(x1, . . . , xD, y), which simultaneously and indistin-
guishably encode the multivariate dependency among factors
and the priors/marginals in each factor, p(xi), i = 1, . . . , D
and p(y). Instead of considering this typical joint represen-
tation, it may be more beneficial to consider a representation
of joint dependencies that separates the notion of dependency
among variables from their marginal distributions, which
may differ across domains. The notion of Copula functions
[8] is a powerful statistical tool that allows us to decom-
pose such distributions into a product of marginal distribution
for each dimension and a copula function, p(x1, . . . , xd, y) =
p(y)
∏D
i=1 pi(xi)c(F1(x1), . . . , FD(xD), Fy(y)), whereFi(·)
denote the marginal cumulative distribution functions (CDFs).
The copula function c(·, . . . , ·) encodes the essential, marginal-
free, dependence among variables. For instance, using this
idea, [9] proposed to augment the target model by exploiting
the similarity between each component of target and source
domain, including the marginals and the copula. However,
this approach still requires some labeled target data during
the training process. In case when no labeled target data are
given, an alternative approach is to align the copula densi-
ties [10], thus, entirely discarding the source labels. However,
that feature transformation is bound to perform inadequately
on many practical problems, as will be demonstrated here,
because it fails to make use of the valuable source data labels.
We propose a novel domain adaptation framework using
the copula representation that can alleviate the aforemen-
tioned issues. In particular, our proposed domain adaptation
approach, based on copulas for the regression task, has the
following benefits:
• The copula-based regression can represent more com-
plicated conditional density relationships than a simple
multivariate Gaussian, often assumed by existing ap-
proaches.
• The copula-based feature transformation can match in-
put data from two domains more closely than the fre-
quently used affine transformation on raw input fea-
tures, without the need for labeled target data.
We show that this proposed approach outperforms other unsu-
pervised domain adaptation techniques on several benchmark
datasets. We do so on a challenging task of predicting emo-
tional responses of different subjects as a prototypical domain
adaptation paradigm. The domains in that context represent
different subjects and the task is to adapt the models trained
on a subset of subjects, whose emotional responses have been
labeled by expert annotators, to other subjects where no la-
beled data is available. The subject specificity of emotional
responses is the key challenge, which we address using the
proposed unsupervised domain adaptation approach.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we first pro-
vide a brief introduction to copulas and a regression model
based on copulas. Then, we introduce our domain adaptation
model in Sec. 3. Experimental results that demonstrate the
utility of the proposed approach on real datasets are reported
in Sec. 4.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The setting of unsupervised domain adaptation consists of
data from two related but not identical domains: the source
and target domain. We are interested in learning a regres-
sion model that can predict well on the target domain. Dur-
ing training, we are given a set of nS labeled source samples
{XS, yS} ∼ pS(x, y) and a set of nT unlabeled target data
XT ∼ pT (x). The goal here is to use all labeled source and
unlabeled target samples to build an adapted model MS→T
that predicts the true outcome y∗T on some target input data
X
∗
T . In most cases, the dataset shift pT (x, y) 6= pS(x, y)
leads to the model trained on only the source data to underper-
form on the target domain. One of the main reasons for this is
the gap between the input distributions pT (x) 6= pS(x), i.e.,
the covariate shift. Thus, to obtain an accurate adapted model
MS→T , one needs first to reduce that gap, while making sure
that this does not affect adversely the model’s predictive per-
formance. In what follows, we briefly introduce the notion
of copula functions and then demonstrate how the aforemen-
tioned task can be accomplished using this approach.
2.1. Copulas
Given a set of D input variables {xi}Di=1 and an output vari-
able y with associated CDF: F1, . . . , FD, Fy , Sklar’s theorem
[8] states that:
∃ C : [0, 1]D+1 → [0, 1]
s.t : F (x1, . . . , xD, y) = C(F1(x1), . . . , FD(xD), Fy(y))
(1)
where F (x1, . . . , xD, y) is the joint CDF and the function C
is called a copula. Then, C is unique iff xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , D
and y are continuous random variables [11]. Under this as-
sumption, one can relate the joint density probability function
(PDF) of y and xi with the copula density c as follows:
p(x1, . . . , xD, y)
= c(F1(x1), . . . , FD(xD), Fy(y)) · p(y)
D∏
i=1
pi(xi) (2)
= c(u1, . . . , uD, v) · p(F
−1
y (v))
D∏
i=1
pi(F
−1
i (ui)), (3)
where ui = Fi(xi); zi = Φ
−1(ui); ∀i and v = Fy(y);w =
Φ−1(v). Eq. 2 suggests that the joint PDF can be decom-
posed using two sets of factors: independent marginals
pi(xi), p(y) and a copula density function c(u1, . . . , uD, v) =
∂D+1C(u1,...,uD,v)
∂u1···∂uD∂v
that models the essential dependency
among variables, regardless of their marginal densities.
Different forms of C determine different copula models.
Typically, C are parameterized using a small set of parame-
ters, forming the family of Archimedean copulas, c.f., [11].
Another possibility is to assume that
c(u1, . . . , uD, v|R) = |R|
−
1
2 e−
1
2
τT (R−1−I)τ , (4)
which defines the family of Gaussian copulas. Here R is
the correlation matrix capturing the dependency among tar-
get variables, I is the unit matrix, and τ = [z1, . . . , zD, w]
T .
R can easily be estimated from data samples using maximum
likelihood estimation [12].
3. DOMAIN ADAPTATION WITH GAUSSIAN
COPULA MODELS
Our goal is to learn the target and source feature mappings,
φT (x)andφS(x), respectively, that satisfy two conditions: (1)
they should minimize dissimilarity between the two domains,
(2) the transformed (common) features φS(x) should retain
the most discriminative information regarding y. Formally,
this can be written as the following optimization problem:
minφT (.),φS(.)D(φT (XT );φS(XS)) + λ · g(yS ;φS(XS)), (5)
where D is a distance function that measures the difference
between probability measures howwell the transformed input
data explains the outputs. Since we do not have access to any
labeled target data, we use yS ;φS(XS) to measure the cor-
relation between output and input, where λ > 0 is a regular-
ization parameter. Details of mapping functions φT (.), φS(.),
distribution distance function D and function g are given in
what follows.
3.1. Mapping functions
Let us consider the following domain specific mapping func-
tions: target (ZT = Φ
−1(FT (XT ))), and source (ZS =
Φ−1(FS(XS))). If we assume that XT and XS follow a
Gaussian copula density, then transformed features ZT ,ZS
are multivariate Gaussians. Remember also that when the
copulas of x are Gaussian, the joint distribution over input
p(x) might not be Gaussian. Therefore, assuming a Gaus-
sian copulas is not restricted to the input distributions. At this
point, one might be interested in mapping two Gaussians by
learning a common subspace so that the Gaussian samples can
easily be matched (see Sec. 3.2). To this end, we define the
following feature mapping:
φT (x) =W
TΦ−1(FT (x))
φS(x) =W
TΦ−1(FS(x))
Where W ∈ RD×p (D ≥ p) is an orthogonal matrix, i.e
W
T
W = I that defines the common subspace between ZT
and ZS .
3.2. The distance function D
Under Gaussian copula assumption on both domains,ZT ,ZS
are multivariate Gaussian with the same zero mean. Let their
correlation matrices be RT ,RS , respectively. As a result,
W
T
ZT andW
T
ZS are Gaussians with the same zero mean,
and correlation matrices: W TRTW and W
T
RSW , re-
spectively. The problem turns out to be the second order
matching between the two multivariate Gaussians that have
the same mean. One possible solution for Gaussian align-
ment is based on the KL divergence, as proposed in [10]. Yet,
the KL divergence is asymmetric, and it is also sensitive to
outliers because it involves the ratio of two densities, [13]. To
avoid these issues, we use the Stein divergence [14], DS , be-
tween the covariance matrices,W TZT andW
T
ZS , which
is given by:
DS
[
NT (W
T z|0;W TRTW ),NS(W
T z|0;W TRSW )
]
= log det
(W TRTW +W TRSW
2
)
−
1
2
log det(W TRTW )(W
T
RSW ). (6)
Because we apply the Gaussian copula transformation to the
input features, the second order statistics become the only
necessary stats, and then we only need to consider some dis-
tance between Gaussian densities.
3.3. The alignment function g
To make sure that, under the Copula transformation, the in-
put features still can explain well the output, we require the
mutual information (MI) between the output and transformed
inputs to be maximized. The MI is used as a measure of de-
pendency between random variables, and maximizing the MI
between input and output variables is equivalent to minimiz-
ing the Bayes error [15]. The MI between the output y and
input features x is defined as
MI(x, y) =
∫ ∫
p(x, y) log
p(x; y)
p(x)p(y)
dxdy (7)
However, MI can be sensitive to outliers [16]. Further-
more, since it involves the density ratio, it can go to infinity
when either p(x) or p(y) is close to zero. Therefore, instead of
maximizing the MI, we can maximize its lower bound, called
the quadratic mutual information (QMI) [16]:
QMI(x, y) =
∫ ∫ (
p(x, y)− p(x)p(y)
)2
dxdy. (8)
The empirical estimation of QMI(x, y) [17] using a set
of drawn samples {xi, yi}ni=1 is given by:
QMI(x, y) ≈
1
n2
trace(KxLKyL), (9)
where Kx is the kernel matrix between input features, Ky
is the kernel matrix between outputs, and L = I − 1
n
eeT
is a constant centering matrix. Note that since in our model
no labeled target data is given during feature learning we can
only maximize the QMI between transformed source input
features and source outputs.
3.4. Overall optimization problem
Using the mapping function (Sec.3.1), the Stein distance
(Sec.3.2), and the QMI between yS and W
T
ZS (Sec.3.3),
we obtain the following objective:
min
W
F (W ) = log det
(
W
T
RTW +W
T
RSW
2
)
−
1
2
log det
(
W
T
RTWW
T
RSW
)
−λ·trace(KyLKWT zL)
s.t W TW = I (10)
The orthogonal constraint overW ensures that the projected
data from two domains lie on a common subspace defined by
W . We employ the ManOpt toolbox [18] for the optimization
problem above. After we obtainW ∗, we can train various re-
gression models on the transformed features {W T
∗
ZS , yS}.
Then, the learned models will be used to predict the label of
unseen transformed target samples, i.e {W T
∗
Z
∗
T }. The pro-
posed domain adaptation framework is summarized in Alg.1.
Algorithm 1 Unsupervised domain adaptation with Copula
Input: XS , yS ,XT and testing pointX
∗
T
Output: Prediction y∗T ofX
∗
T
Step1: Compute ZT = Φ
−1(FT (XT ));ZS =
Φ−1(FS(XS)) andRT = cov(ZT );RS = cov(ZS).
Step 2: Solve the optimization problem in Eq. 10 to obtain
W∗.
Step 3: Compute the transformed features W T
∗
ZS and
W
T
∗
Z
∗
T .
Step 4: Learn a regression model using {W T
∗
ZS , yS} and
apply the models to predict y∗T ofW
T
∗
Z
∗
T .
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first study the behavior of our proposed
domain adaptation methods over several publicly available
UCI datasets [19]. Subsequently, we highlight the benefits of
the proposed method on the continuous emotion estimation
tasks. For comparisons, we consider three baseline regres-
sion methods trained using only the source data: Gaussian
Process Regression (GPR)[20], Gaussian Copula Regres-
sion (GCR) [21], and Non-parametric Regular Vines (NPRV)
[9]1. To compare the adaptation performance, we use two re-
cently proposed feature transformation techniques: CORAL
1In all kernel-based methods, we employ the radial basis function kernel.
[7] and the Copula-based Transformation (CT) [10]. We
evaluate these adaptation approaches by applying the above-
mentioned regression models to the features adapted using
the introduced transformations (CORAL, CT and the pro-
posed copula-based DA). We also compare the performance
of the NPRV model under the unsupervised domain adapta-
tion setting (UNPRV) [9].
4.1. UCI datasets
We consider here the wine quality, the airfoil self-noise and
the Parkinsons telemonitoring dataset [19]. We partitioned
each dataset into source/target domain as follows:
• Wine quality: The source domain consists of only red
wines, while the target domains of only white wines.
• Airfoil noise: We picked the second feature and com-
puted its median over the whole dataset. The data
points that have their second feature value smaller
than that median will belong to the source and the rest
belongs to the target domain.
• Parkinson telemonitoring: The source domain con-
sists of male patients only, while the target domain con-
tains female patients only. The task here is to predict
the total UPDRS scores for female records.
To optimize the hyper-parameters p, λ, we randomly selected
20% of the training source samples and used them as the val-
idation set. We chose the optimal p∗, λ∗ that minimize the
normalized mean squared error (NMSE) over the validation
set. We then evaluated the learned models over the target
testing data. Tab. 1 shows the average NMSE over 10 tri-
als of all models. The last row of Tab. 1 indicates the average
rank of each model over three datasets. Here the best model
has the rank of 1, the second best the rank of 2 and so on.
We report the average rank over the 2 datasets. Based on the
ranks obtained, it is clear that the proposed (adapted) models
- DA-GPR and DA-CR - can significantly improve the base
regressors GPR and GCR, respectively, while outperforming
the related feature adaptation approaches.2
4.2. Human emotion estimation
In the next experiment, we evaluate the proposed methods on
the more challenging real-world data for the task of human
emotion estimation (continuous valence and arousal dimen-
sions) from the audio-visual recordings. Specifically, we em-
ploy the 2016 AVEC RECOLA database (db) [22]. This db
consists of 27 people performing different collaboration tasks
in a video conference. The videos are annotated by 6 an-
notators in terms of valence and arousal levels (continuous
2We do not report the CORAL-GP as it was consistently outperformed by
CORAL-GCR on all tasks.
Table 1. Comparison among models over the UCI datasets. Red indicates the best result, followed by the second best in blue.
All models were evaluated based on NMSE values, the lower is the better.
GPR GCR CT-GPR CT-GCR NPRV UNPRV CORAL-GCR DA-GPR DA-GCR
Wine 1.49 (0.58) 1.81(0.27) 0.93(0.03) 0.90(0.04) 0.84(0.07) 0.85(0.07) 1.04(0.04) 0.88(0.05) 0.87(0.05)
Airfoil Noise 1.25(0.10) 0.70(0.02) 0.70(0.08) 0.65(0.04) 1.12(0.03) 1.12(0.03) 0.96(0.09) 0.52 (0.08) 0.56 (0.03)
Parkinsons 1.59 (0.02) 1.41 (0.05) 1.44(0.04) 1.18(0.04) 1.46(0.11 ) 1.21(0.03) 3.52(0.29) 1.47 (0.09) 1.13 (0.07)
Av.Rank 8.3 5.8 5.2 3.3 4.8 4.2 7.3 4.0 2.0
over time), used to obtain the gold standard, and which we
consider as output in our model. We employ the audio and
video features provided by the db creators, as these features
have been shown to be the good predictors of target outputs
[22]. As this data is part of the challenge, no ground-truth
labels for the test partition are given. Thus, in our experi-
ments, we use the data of 18 subjects from the training and
development partitions as follows. We perform 3-fold person-
independent cross-validation (6 train, 6 validation and 6 test
subjects). As the evaluation measure, we use the concordance
correlation coefficient (CCC) between the predicted output yˆ
and the ground-truth y, which is given by [22]:
CCC(yˆ; y) =
2cov(yˆ; y)
var(yˆ) + var(y)) + (E(yˆ)− E(y))2
(11)
Because we use non-parametric regression models, to
speed up the computations, we randomly subsample 2000
training data from the source. We used these training data to
learn the optimal feature transformations in the proposed DA,
as well as CORAL and CT approaches. For our approach,
we also used 2000 data from the validation set to optimize
the model hyper-parameters, i.e p and λ while learning the
feature transformation. The optimal hyper-parameters are
then employed to evaluate, e.g., DA-GCR, over randomly
selected 2000 testing points (again to avoid computational
complexity of the models). However, to avoid the bias in the
data used for evaluation, this procedurewas repeated 10 times
and the average CCC values with their standard deviation are
reported. We report the performance of all models based on
their predictive abilities for arousal/valence in Tab.2-3. The
last row of each table is the average rank of each model.
Based on those rankings, our proposed models DA-GCR and
DA-GPR outperformed their counterparts and the compared
feature adaptation schemes. This evidences that our novel
feature mapping not only helps to reduce the dissimilarity
between two domains but also retains the most discriminative
information for the regression task.
The compared domain adaptation models, CORAL and
CT, in most cases did not improve GCR and GPR, but even
downgraded them. We attribute this to the fact that CORAL
considers only the second-order matching of distributions but
assuming that the input features have Gaussian distribution,
which is violated in most real-world datasets. By contrast, the
proposed DA based on copulas makes this assumption only
in the copula subspace (and not in the input space), where
the input features are transformed so as to have Gaussian dis-
tribution. Therefore, minimizing the distribution mismatch
using the second order moments via Stein distance is suffi-
cient, resulting in more robust feature subspace for the regres-
sion task. On the other hand, in contrast to our copula-based
DA approach, the standard copula transformation (CT) does
not exploit the source labels during the feature learning, thus,
failing to learn discriminative features. As evidenced by our
results, this turns out to be of significant importance for the
performance by the target regression models. Likewise, the
UNPRV also fails to leverage the labels from the source do-
main during the feature adaptation, resulting in suboptimal
features for the regression models. Finally, by comparing the
performance obtained by DA-GP and DA-GCR, we note that
the latter performs better in most cases. This is in part due to
the fact that the copula-based regression models not only the
relationships between the input features and the output, but
also accounts for feature dependencies via the copula func-
tions - resulting, in these adaptation tasks, in more robust re-
gression model than GPs.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a novel domain adaptation framework based on
copula functions. Compared to existing feature transforma-
tion methods for domain adaptation, the two main advantages
of our approach are that it does not assume Gaussian distri-
bution in the input features, and that it exploits the source la-
bels during the adaptation of the source to target features. As
we showed in experiments on several benchmark datasets for
domain adaptation and a real-world dataset for human emo-
tion estimation, our adaptation approach can lead to signifi-
cant performance improvements over existing methods.
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Table 2. Comparison among models for prediction of arousal using different modality features: audio (Audio), video appear-
ance (V-A), and video geometry (V-G). Red indicates the best result, followed by the second best in blue based on CCC.
Arousal GPR GCR CT-GPR CT-GCR NPRV UNPRV CORAL-GCR DA-GPR DA-GCR
Audio 0.496(0.01) 0.644(0.01) 0.573(0.02) 0.545(0.02) 0.595 (0.01) 0.595(0.01) 0.532(0.02) 0.625(0.02) 0.670(0.01)
V-A 0.388(0.01) 0.306(0.02) 0.336(0.02) 0.301(0.02) 0.135(0.01) 0.135(0.01) 0.316(0.02) 0.387(0.01) 0.368(0.03)
V-G 0.322(0.01) 0.227(0.02) 0.241(0.02) 0.175(0.02) 0.131(0.02) 0.020(0.002) 0.231(0.02) 0.287(0.03) 0.239(0.02)
Av.Rank 3.7 4.7 4.3 7.0 7.0 7.3 6.0 2.3 2.7
Table 3. Comparison among models for prediction of valence using different modality features: audio (Audio), video appear-
ance (V-A), and video geometry (V-G). Red indicates the best result, followed by the second best in blue based on CCC.
Valence GPR GCR CT-GPR CT-GCR NPRV UNPRV CORAL-GCR DA-GPR DA-GCR
Audio 0.315 (0.02) 0.366(0.02) 0.262(0.02) 0.302(0.03) 0.25(0.01 ) 0.25(0.01) 0.365(0.03) 0.206 (0.02) 0.373 (0.03)
V-A 0.412 (0.01) 0.353(0.02) 0.437(0.01) 0.356( 0.02) 0.120 (0.02) 0.124(0.02) 0.378(0.02) 0.478(0.02) 0.421 (0.02)
V-G 0.337 (0.01) 0.465(0.02) 0.173 (0.01) 0.348(0.02) 0.083(0.01) 0.009 (0.01) 0.326 (0.1) 0.600 (0.01) 0.566 (0.01)
Av.Rank 4.3 4.0 5.0 5.0 8.5 7.8 4.7 3.7 2.0
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